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General information

1 General information
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter shows you how to identify your appliance and provides guidance on using this manual.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics
Page
EC Declaration of Conformity in compliance
with Directive 2006/42/EC, Annex II A
Environmental protection
Identifying your condensation hood
About this operating, installation, and service manual
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►

EC Declaration of Conformity in compliance with Directive
2006/42/EC, Annex II A

Manufacturer
CONVOTHERM Elektrogeräte GmbH
Talstraße 35
82436 Eglfing
Germany
Condition when placed on market
This declaration applies only to the machine in the condition in which it was placed on the market. It
does not cover any subsequent modifications and/or parts fitted later by the end user This declaration
is invalidated if the product is converted or modified without approval.
Appliances
This Declaration of Conformity applies to the following condensation hoods:
CONVOVent Plus

6.10 / 10.10

6.20 / 10.20

20.10

12.20

Declaration of Conformity with directives and standards
The manufacturer declares that its condensation hoods, as listed above, comply with European Directive 2006/42/EC (Machinery Directive, Official Journal of the European Union L 157/24 dated
9.6.2006) and with the following directives.
The safety objectives of European Directive 2006/95/EC (Low Voltage Directive, Official Journal of the
European Union L 374/10 dated 27.12.2006) have been met in accordance with Annex I, Section 1.5.1
of the Machinery Directive.
Compliance with Directives
The condensation hoods comply with the following European directives:
2004/108/EC, Official Journal of the European Union L RoHS 2002/95/EC, Official Journal of the European
390/24 dated 31.12.2004
Union L 37/19 dated 13.2.2003

Type examinations carried out
The following type examinations have been carried out:
Notified body for EMC testing:
mikes-testingpartners gmbh, Ohmstr. 2-4, 94342 Strasskirchen, Germany
 Report no. E33303-00-00HP
 Reference no. BNetzA-bs EMV-07/61-07
Notified body for Electrical safety
TÜV Süd Management Service GmbH, Ridlerstr. 65, 80339 Munich, Germany
 Report no. 028-71343738-000
 Certificate registration no. Z1A 10 02 18434 033

CONVOVent Plus
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Quality and environmental management
CONVOTHERM Elektrogeräte GmbH employs a certified quality management system in accordance
with ISO 9001:2008 and a certified environmental management system in accordance with
ISO 14001:2004.
Notified body for quality management system and environmental management system:
TÜV Süd Management Service GmbH, Ridlerstr. 65, 80339 Munich, Germany
 TÜV Süd report no. 70007041
 TÜV certificate registration no. 12100/104 14754 TMS
Authorized representative
The following person is authorized to compile the technical documentation in accordance with Annex II
A Section 2 of Directive 2006/42/EC
CONVOTHERM Elektrogeräte GmbH, Gisela Rosenkranz, Abteilung technische Redaktion, Talstraße
35, 82436 Eglfing, Germany

Eglfing, dated 29.12.2009

ppa. Lutz Riefenstein
Bereichsleiter Technik / General Manager Engineering

►

Environmental protection

Statement of principles
Our customers' expectations, the legal regulations and standards and our company's own reputation
set the quality and service for all our products.
We have an environmental management policy that not only ensures compliance with all environmental regulations and laws, but also commits us to continuous improvement of our green credentials.
We have developed a quality and environmental-management system in order to guarantee the continued manufacture of high-quality products, and to be sure of meeting our environmental targets.
This system satisfies the requirements of ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004.
Environmental protection procedures
We observe the following procedures:
 Use of residue-free compostable wadding materials
 Use of RoHS-compliant products
 Multiple re-use of cardboard packaging
 Recommendation and use of bio-degradable cleaning agents
 Recycling of electronic waste
 Environmentally friendly disposal of old appliances via the manufacturer
Join us in a commitment to environmental protection.

CONVOVent Plus
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►

Identifying your condensation hood

Position and layout of the type plate
You can use the type plate to identify your hood. The type plate is located on the left-hand side of the
hood.
The type plate has the following layout:

Key
The following table lists the relevant items on the type plate:
Item number

Meaning

1

trade name

2

Part number

3

serial number

The code making up the trade name (1) in the type plate identifies your appliance:
Elements of the trade
name

Meaning

Letters
1. letter

C = CONVO

2. letter

V = Vent

3.-6. letter

Plus

7./8. letter

EL = Electric

Numerical values
xx.yy

CONVOVent Plus

Unit size
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List of matching CONVOTHERM combi steamers
Use the table below to identify your hood and the matching combi steamer from the trade name on the
type plate:
Model

For combi steamer model

Condensation hood
CV Plus 3423400

OES OEB 06.10
OES OEB 10.10

CV Plus 3423401

OES OEB 06.20
OES OEB 10.20

►

CV Plus 3423402

OES OEB 20.10

CV Plus 3423403

OES OEB 12.20

About this operating, installation, and service manual

Purpose
This manual provides answers to the following questions:
 How can I use the hood?
 How do I install the hood?
 How do I service and repair the hood?
Who should read this manual
These operating instructions and the installation and service manuals are aimed at the following target
groups:
 Chef
 User
 Installation engineer
The target groups must have the qualifications listed in "Requirements to be met by personnel on page
24".

CONVOVent Plus
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Layout of the operating instructions
The table below lists the chapters in this user manual and summarizes their content, purpose, and
target groups:
Chapter/section

Purpose

General information

 Shows you how to identify your hood
 Explains how to use these operating, installation and service instructions

Design and function

 Specifies the intended use of the hood
 Explains the functions of the hood and shows the position of its components
 Summarizes the technical data

For your safety

 Describes the hazards posed by the hood and suitable preventive actions

You should read this chapter carefully in particular.
Operation

 Contains instructions for the operating procedures used with the hood

Cleaning and Maintenance

 Contains the cleaning schedule
 Contains the maintenance schedule where relevant to the user
 Contains cleaning instructions

How to do it correctly

 Contains instructions for regularly used operating procedures for the hood

Moving and setting up the
appliance

 Specifies the basic appliance dimensions
 Specifies requirements for the installation location
 Provides information on conveying the appliance to the installation location,

unpacking and setting up
Connecting up the appliance

 Provides information on the electrical installation
 Explains the functions of selected components in the hood and shows their

position
Preparing for first-time use,  Explains the procedure for preparing the appliance for first-time use
taking out of service and
 Explains the procedure for taking out of service
disposal
 Contains disposal instructions
Service and Repairs

 Provides troubleshooting recommendations
 Contains an exploded assembly drawing, a spare parts list, and the circuit diagram
 Contains instructions for regularly used operating procedures for repairing the

hood

Symbols used for safety instructions
Safety instructions are categorized according to the following hazard levels:
Hazard level

Caution

CONVOVent Plus

Consequences

Likelihood

Death / serious injury (irreversible)

Immediate risk

Death / serious injury (irreversible)

Potential risk

Minor injury (reversible)

Potential risk

Damage to property

Potential risk
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2 Design and function
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter specifies the intended use of the appliance and explains its functions.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics:
Page
11
12
13

Intended purpose
Design and function of the condensation hood
Technical data
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►

Intended purpose

Intended use
The hood must only be used for the purposes specified below:
 The hood is exclusively designed for condensing steam and vapor from combi steamers.
 The hood is designed for combi steamers belonging to the OES 6.10, 10.10, 6.20, 10.20, 20.10,
12.20 and OEB 6.10, 10.10, 6.20, 10.20, 20.10 and 12.20 series.
 The hood is intended solely for professional, commercial use.
 The ambient temperature must lie between 4°C and 35°C.
 The hood does not require a direct connection to an extraction system, because the exhaust air
from the combi steamer is condensed by grease filters, moisture collectors, and exhaust air cartridges.
In addition, the hood is only being used as intended when the following conditions are met:
 To avoid accidents and any damage to the hood, the owner must train staff on a regular basis.
The hood must be operated only by trained staff.
 The manufacturer regulations for operation and maintenance of the hood must be observed.
Restrictions on use
The following restriction on use must be observed:
 The hood improves the environment in the kitchen but is no substitute for an air conditioning system.
 The hood must only be operated when all safety devices are fitted and in working order.
 The hood must not be used with mobile combi steamers.
Requirements to be met by personnel
The following requirements must be met by personnel:
 The hood must only be operated by trained personnel only.
Requirements relating to the operating condition of the condensation hood
The following requirements relating to the operating condition of the hood must be met:
 The hood must only be operated when all safety devices are working correctly.
 The hood must only be operated when all covers are fitted correctly.
 The hood must only be operated when the grease filters and the mist collectors are fitted correctly.
Requirements relating to the operating environment of the condensation hood
The following requirements relating to the operating environment of the condensation hood must be
met:
 The hood must not be operated if the national and local regulations regarding ventilation and discharge, or the specific requirements for the relevant cooking equipment, are not complied with.
 The hood must not be operated in the vicinity of flammable gases or liquids.
 The hood must not be operated in toxic or potentially explosive atmospheres.
 The kitchen floor must be kept dry to reduce the risk of accidents.

CONVOVent Plus
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Cleaning requirements
The following requirements must be met during cleaning:
 The combi steamer and the hood must be disconnected from the power supply in order to clean the
hood.
 It is only permitted to use the following materials:
- Common household, non-alkaline detergent that is gentle on the skin and is pH-neutral
 High-pressure cleaners, sprinklers or water jets must not be used for cleaning.
 The hood must not be treated with acids or exposed to acid fumes.

►

Design and function of the condensation hood

Layout
The following diagram shows a hood and its components:

Parts and their function
The parts shown have the following function:
No.

Name

Function

Picture
1

Grease filter

Separates grease

2

Mist collector

Separates moisture (steam)

3

Top frame

Top part of hood

4

Bottom frame

Bottom part of hood

Basic principle of operation
The hood is designed for condensing steam and vapor from combi steamers.

CONVOVent Plus
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►

Technical data

Dimensions and weights
The following table shows appliance dimensions and weights:
6.10/10.10

6.20/10.20

20.10

12.20

including packaging

994

1284

994

1284

without packaging*

932

1217

947

1233

including packaging

1097

1299

1097

1299

without packaging*

1014

1233

1036

1233

including packaging

545

545

545

545

without packaging*

427

432

430

432

including packaging

92

140

95

142

excluding packaging

65

95

70

97

Width (mm)

Depth (mm)

Height (mm)

Weight (kg)

Safety clearances, hood (mm)
Rear

10

10

10

10

scroll right

50

50

50

50

scroll left

100

100

100

100

Above

500 for
ventilation

500 for
ventilation

500 for
ventilation

500 for ventilation

60

60

60

Wall clearances, combi steamer (mm)
Rear

60

* = including mounting plate cover

Material
Stainless steel
Electrical connected load ratings
The following table shows the electrical installed load ratings:
6.10/10.10

6.20/10.20

20.10

12.20

0,19

0,19

0,19

0,19

1,7

1,7

1,7

1,7

16

16

16

16

Rated power consumption (kW)
1N~ 230V 50/60Hz
Rated current (A)
1N~ 230V 50/60Hz
Fuse protection (A)
1N~ 230V 50/60Hz

CONVOVent Plus
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Heat output
The following table shows the heat output of the combi steamer fitted with the CONVOVent Plus:
6.10

6.20

10.10

10.20

12.20

20.10

latent heat

420

700

700

1280

1380

1380

sensible heat

3004

5340

5340

9336

9456

10556

Heat output (kJ/h)

Water supply and water quality
The following table shows the values for the water supply and water quality:
6.10

6.20

10.10

10.20

12.20

Table-top appliances

20.10

Floor-standing appliances

Water supply (cold only)
Water supply

G 3/4'' water supply hose

Water drain
Type

HT40, pipe system

Water quality

see the combi steamer installation manual

Appliance technical standards
The following table shows the technical standards for the appliance:
6.10/10.10

6.20/10.20

20.10

12.20

Degree of protection

IPX5

IPX5

IPX5

IPX5

Approval mark

TÜV / GS, DIN GOST

Noise emission
[dB (A)]

< 65

< 65

< 65

< 65

Please note
The IPX5 degree of protection for the hood does not include the power cable / socket.

CONVOVent Plus
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3 For your safety
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter provides you with all the information you need in order to use the appliance safely without
putting yourself or others at risk.
You should read this chapter carefully in particular.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics:
Basic safety code
Warnings on the condensation hood
Summary of hazards
Hazards and safety precautions
Safety devices
Requirement to be met by personnel, working positions
Personal protection equipment

CONVOVent Plus
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Page
16
17
17
20
23
24
25
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►

Basic safety code

Object of this safety code
This safety code aims to ensure that all persons using the appliance have a thorough knowledge of
the hazards and safety precautions and that they follow the safety directions given in the operating
instructions and on the appliance. If you do not follow this safety code, you risk potentially fatal injury
and property damage.
Working with the operating instructions
Follow the instructions below:
 Read in full the Safety chapter and chapters that relate to your work.
 Always keep the operating instructions to hand for reference.
 Pass on the operating instructions with the appliance if it changes owners.
Working with the appliance
Follow the instructions below:
 Only people who satisfy the requirements set forth in these operating instructions are allowed to use
the appliance.
 People (including children) who, because of their physical, sensory or intellectual capabilities, or
because of their lack of experience or knowledge, are incapable of using the appliance safely,
should not use this equipment without the supervision or guidance of a responsible person.
 Use the appliance only for its specified use. Never, under any circumstances, use the appliance for
any other purposes that might seem self-evident.
 Take all the safety precautions specified in these operating instructions and on the appliance. In
particular, use the prescribed personal protection equipment.
 Only stand in the working positions specified.
 Do not make any changes to the appliance, e.g. do not remove parts or install non-approved parts.
In particular, you must not disable any safety devices.

CONVOVent Plus
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►

Warnings on the condensation hood

Where are the warning signs fitted?
The warning signs are located in the following positions on the hood:

Warnings on the rear panel
The following warnings are located on the rear panel (1):
Warning sign

Description
Warning of electric shock
There is a risk of electric shock from live parts if the appliance cover is opened.

►

Summary of hazards

General rules for dealing with hazards and safety precautions
The appliance is designed so to protect the user from all hazards that can reasonably be avoided by
design measures.
The actual purpose of the appliance, however, means that there are still residual risks; you must therefore take precautions to avoid them. A safety device can provide you with a certain degree of protection against some of these hazards. You must ensure, however, that these safety devices are in place
and in working order.
The nature of these residual risks and what effect they have are described below.
Hazard points
The following diagram shows the hazard points:

CONVOVent Plus
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No.

Description

1

Mounting plate cover

2

Appliance cover

3

Exhaust air distributor

Damaged power cable
The appliance's power cable may become damaged during transit. This poses:
 A risk of electric shock from damaged power cable.
Live components
The appliance contains live parts. This poses:
 A risk of electric shock if covers are not in place.
 Risk of electric shock caused by a short-circuit when spraying water on the appliance.
Missing equipotential bonding
No equipotential bonding installed. This poses:
 A risk of electric shock when the hood is not incorporated into the equipotential bonding of the
combi steamer.
Clogged filters and housing parts
Sparks can ignite grease if the filters have not been cleaned adequately and housing parts are accessible. This poses:
 Grease fire hazard due to insufficient cleaning.
Hot steam / vapor
The combi steamer generates hot steam and vapor that escape when the appliance door is opened.
This poses:
 A risk of scalding from hot steam when the appliance door is opened. You are protected from hot
steam by the appliance door itself.
 A risk of scalding on the exhaust air distributor.
Hot components (air vent)
The combi steamer generates hot steam / vapor that is removed through the air vent on top of the
combi steamer into the hood. This poses:
 A risk of burns on the exhaust air distributor
 Risk of burns on the left side of the hood housing.
Hot components
Touching the grease filters, mist collectors, inside surfaces, and water nozzles directly after opening
the appliance door poses:
 A risk of burns from hot components.
Moldy and bacterially contaminated water
If the hood is not used for a long time, this poses:
 Risk of contamination from moldy and bacterially contaminated water.

CONVOVent Plus
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Condensation collection
The hood is not turned on when using the combi steamer. This poses:
 A risk of mold formation from condensation collecting inside the appliance.
Overstressing your body
If a single person tries to lift the appliance by himself/herself, the appliance's weight may lead to:
 A risk of injury, especially in the area of the torso, from incorrect lifting.
Contact with cleaning agents
Cleaning agents can come into direct contact with your skin and eyes. This poses:
 Risk of skin and eye irritation or chemical burns.
Hood falling down
If the hood is not fastened to the combi steamer correctly, the hood may slip and fall down. This poses:
 Risk of crushing various parts of the body from the hood falling down.
Combined units falling over
Mounting the hood on top of the combi steamer increases the risk of the units toppling over. This
poses:
 Risk of crushing various parts of the body from the combined units falling over.
Pinching of hands by various activities
For various actions, such as cleaning the appliance, there is the risk that you will pinch your hand.
Rotating fan
The appliance contains a fan. This poses:
 A risk of hand injuries or hair or loose clothing being caught by the rotating fan wheel if the cover is
not fitted properly.
Overhang of the hood
The hood extends over the combi steamer. This poses:
 Danger of hitting the overhanging hood.

CONVOVent Plus
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►

Hazards and safety precautions

Moving and setting up the appliance
When moving and setting up the appliance, be aware of the following hazards and take the specified
preventive actions:
Hazard

Where or in what situation
does the hazard arise?

Preventive actions

Safety device

Risk of injury from overstressing your body

When setting up and moving the
hood

Only with enough people or
appropriate tools

None

Risk of crushing from hood If installation was carried out
falling down
incorrectly

 Secure in place
Securing with
 Use the parts intended for this fixing screws

purpose
 Wear personal protection

equipment
Risk of crushing from the
When fitting a hood to a combi
combined units falling over steamer

 Check that the combined units None

cannot tip over
 Ensure that they are fitted on

a horizontal and flat surface
A risk of electric shock from On the back of the appliance
damaged power cable

Check the power cable

None

Danger of hitting the
overhanging hood

Exercise caution

None

In front of the appliance door

Operation
When operating the appliance, be aware of the following hazards and take the specified preventive
actions:
Hazard

Where or in what situations
does the hazard arise?

Preventive action

Safety device

Risk of scalding from hot
steam

 In front of the appliance door

 Check safety device
 use safety device
 Only reach into the system

On-latch position of appliance
door

 In the hood's equipment room

once it has cooled down

High hood fan
extraction rate

Risk of electric shock from Under the cover
live parts

Check safety device

Cover

Grease fire hazard due to
insufficient cleaning

Clean regularly in accordance
with the cleaning schedule

None

Outside the hood

Risk of contamination from Inside the hood
moldy and bacterially
contaminated water.

Open the appliance door
None
several times in a row (3x) after
long periods of non-use

A risk of mold formation
Outside the hood
from condensation collecting inside the appliance

Switch on the hood during
combi steamer operation

A risk of burns from hot
components

Do not touch the grease filters, None
mist collectors, interior, or
water nozzles directly after
opening the appliance door

CONVOVent Plus
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Hazard

Where or in what situations
does the hazard arise?

Preventive action

Safety device

Risk of injuries from
rotating fan

Inside the holding chamber

Check safety devices

Cover
Grease filter
Mist collector

Danger of hitting the
overhanging hood

In front of the appliance door

Exercise caution

None

Cleaning
When cleaning the appliance, be aware of the following hazards and take the specified preventive
actions:
Hazard

Where or in what situations
does the hazard arise?

Preventive action

Safety device

Risk of electric shock
caused by a short-circuit

Outside the hood

 Do not clean with water jet

None

 Disconnect from the power

supply before cleaning
Risk of electric shock from Under the cover
live parts

Check safety device

Cover

Grease fire hazard due to
insufficient cleaning

Outside the hood

Clean regularly in accordance
with the cleaning schedule

None

A risk of burns from hot
surfaces

Inside the case

 Allow to cool down before

None

cleaning
 Wear personal protection
equipment

Risk of mold formation due Outside the hood
to inadequate cleaning

Clean regularly in accordance
with the cleaning schedule

None

Risk of skin and eye
During all cleaning tasks
irritation or chemical burns
from contact with cleaning
When corrosive cleaning agents
agents
are used

Wear personal protection
equipment

None

 Only use common household None

cleaning agents
 Wear personal protection

equipment
Risk of hand injuries from
crushing

 When cleaning the grease filters Exercise caution when per When cleaning the mist collec- forming these tasks

None

tors
Risk of injuries from
rotating fan

Inside the holding chamber

 Check safety devices
 Disconnect from the power

supply before cleaning
Danger of hitting the
overhanging hood

CONVOVent Plus
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Exercise caution

Cover
Grease filter
Mist collector
None

For your safety
Installation, service, and repairs
When installing, servicing and repairing the appliance, be aware of the following hazards and take the
specified preventive actions:
Hazard

Where or in what situations
does the hazard arise?

Preventive action

Safety device

Risk of injury from overstressing your body

When moving the hood

Only with enough people or
appropriate tools

None

Risk of crushing from hood When the hood is not secured on  Screw-fix to the combi
falling down
the combi steamer
steamer
 Wear personal protection
equipment

Securing with
fixing screws

Risk of crushing from the When fitting a hood to a combi
combined units falling over steamer

 Check that the combined

None

Risk of electric shock
because no equipotential
bonding

Incorporate hood in an equipo- Equipotential
tential bonding system
bonding system

Outside the hood

units cannot tip over
 Ensure that they are fitted on
a horizontal and flat surface

Risk of electric shock from Under the cover.
live parts

 Work on the electrical system Cover

A risk of electric shock
On the back of the appliance
from damaged power cable

Check the power cable

None

Risk of injuries from
rotating fan

 Check safety devices
 Disconnect from the power

Cover

must only be performed by
authorized customer service
 Professional working
 Disconnect power supply
before removing the cover

Inside the holding chamber

supply before carrying out
installation and maintenance
tasks
Danger of hitting the
overhanging hood

CONVOVent Plus
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Exercise caution

Grease filter
Mist collector
None

For your safety

►

Safety devices

Meaning
The hood has a number of safety devices to protect the user from hazards. It is absolutely essential
that all safety devices are fitted and in working order when operating the hood.
Position
The following diagram shows the location of the safety devices:

Functions
The following table enumerates all the safety devices on the hood, explains their function, and describes the check procedure:
No.

Safety device

1

The mounting plate over Prevents live parts from being
can only be removed with touched accidentally
tools

2

The rear panel cover can Prevents access to the moving fan Check that the cover is in place
only be removed with
tools

3

Grease filter

Prevents contact with hot parts
inside the hood

Check that the grease filter is in
place

4

Steam condensation

Low fan extraction rate
High fan extraction rate

-

(no picture)

CONVOVent Plus

Function
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Check
Check that the cover is in place

Check if water is injected and
stops after 25 s

For your safety

►

Requirement to be met by personnel, working positions

Requirements to be met by personnel
People using the hood must meet the following requirements:
Staff
qualifications

Tasks

Personal protection
equipment required

Chapter to read before
task

Chef
 Turning the hood on / off
 Has relevant professional
 Cleaning the hood
training
 Retrofitting the hood
 Knows relevant national food
legislation and regulations,
plus hygiene legislation and
regulations
 Must keep records in accordance with HACCP
 Trained in how to operate the
hood

As specified in Per Design and function
sonal protective
 For your safety
equipment on page 25  Operation

User
 Semiskilled
 Trained in how to operate the
hood

 Turning the hood on / off
 Cleaning the hood
 Retrofitting the hood

 Design and function
As specified in Personal protective
 For your safety
equipment on page 25  Operation
 Cleaning and Maintenance
 How to do it correctly

Installation engineer
 Is an authorized Customer
Service engineer
 Has relevant professional
training
 Is a qualified electrician
 Knows national laws and
regulations

 Installation
 First-time use
 Maintenance
 Repairs

 Minor maintenance tasks

Suitable protective
equipment for this
activity or as specified
by national regulations

 Design and function
 For your safety
 How to do it correctly
 Moving and setting up

the appliance
 Connecting up the

appliance
 Preparing for first-time

use, taking out of service
and disposal
 Service and Repairs

Working positions during operation
The working position for personnel while operating the hood is in front of the combi steamer door.
Working positions during cleaning, maintenance and repairs
The working position for staff during cleaning and maintenance is the entire appliance area.

CONVOVent Plus
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►

Personal protection equipment

Operation and cleaning
When operating the combi steamer, wear the following personal protection equipment:
Activity

Materials used

Protection equipment

Operating the combi
steamer with the hood

None

Work wear as specified in the corresponding countryspecific regulations regarding kitchen work, in particular:
 Protective clothing
 Protective glove or a suitable cloth
 Safety boots

Cleaning the hood

None

Work wear as specified in the corresponding countryspecific regulations regarding kitchen work, in particular:
Personal protective equipment in accordance with the
specifications of the cleaning agent manufacturer and the
EC material safety data sheets.

Installation and Maintenance
When operating the combi steamer, wear the following personal protection equipment:
Activity

Materials used

Protection equipment

Installing and maintaining
the combi steamer fitted
with hood

according to the task

Work wear as specified in national regulations and
depending on the job that needs doing
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4 Operation
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter shows you how to operate your appliance.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topic:
Page
27

Basic operating sequence
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►

Basic operating sequence

Hot steam / vapor

Risk of scalding from hot steam and vapor
Escaping hot steam and vapor can cause scalding to face, hands, feet and legs.
 Open the appliance door as specified in the instructions. Never put your head inside the oven.
Requirements
Check that the following requirements have been met:
 The hood has been cleaned properly.
 You are already conversant with the operating steps listed under "Operation" and "How to do it
correctly".
Basic operating sequence
Follow the steps below to switch the hood on and off:
Step

Action

Illustration

1

Switch the hood on with the ON/OFF switch.
Result:
The hood is in standby mode with a low fan extraction rate.

2

Start up the combi steamer as instructed in the user manual.
Warning:
Risk of mold formation if the hood is not switched on.

3

Load the combi steamer.
Result:
The hood runs with the maximum fan extraction rate while the appliance door is
open.
At the same time, cold water is injected into the hood so that steam can be
condensed.

4

After use, switch off the hood and the combi steamer with the respective
ON/OFF switches.

Please note
Water is injected for 25 seconds (factory setting), after which the hood returns to standby mode.
Likewise, closing the appliance door causes the hood to return to standby mode.
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5 Cleaning and Maintenance
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter presents the cleaning and maintenance schedule and gives cleaning and servicing instructions for your appliance.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topic:
Page
29

Cleaning and maintenance schedule
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►

Cleaning and maintenance schedule

Clogged filters and mist collectors

Risk of a fire hazard due to inadequate cleaning
Grease can ignite if there are flying sparks and the hood as not been adequately cleaned.
 Clean the grease filters and mist collectors according to the cleaning instructions.
 Clean housing parts that become accessible when the grease filters and mist collectors are removed according to the cleaning instructions.
Contact with cleaning agents

Risk of skin and eye irritation / chemical skin burns
Direct contact with cleaning agents poses a risk of irritation or burns to the skin and eyes.
 Do not inhale the spray mist.
 Do not let the cleaning agent come into contact with eyes or skin.
 Do not heat the appliance if it contains a cleaning.
 Let the appliance cool down before spraying cleaning into the appliance.
 Wear protective gloves and safety goggles in accordance with the specifications of the cleaning
agent manufacturer and the safety regulations indicated in the EC material safety data sheets.
Requirements
Check that the following requirements have been met before carrying out any cleaning or maintenance
tasks:
 You are already conversant with the operating steps listed under "Operation" and "How to do it
correctly".
Required cleaning products
Common household, non-alkaline detergent that is gentle on the skin and is pH-neutral
Required materials
Sponge, sponge cloth, cleaning products in a suitable container, e.g. pail.
Cleaning procedure
To clean the hood, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

1

Switch the combi steamer and hood off and let the appliances cool down.
Caution:
Risk of burns from contact with the hot grease filters if the combi steamer was running before cleaning.

2

Power off the hood.

3

Remove the grease filters.
Clean the grease filters with the dishwasher on a weekly basis.
Please note:
It might be necessary to clean them on a daily basis if the amount of collected grease is larger than
usual.
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Step

Action

4

Clean the removable mist collectors with a hot, mild detergent solution on a weekly basis.
Please note:
It might be necessary to clean them on a daily basis if the amount of collected grease is larger than
usual.

5

Clean the outside and inside of the housing with a hot, mild detergent solution.

6

Dry the hood case with a cloth.

7

Fit all the components back into place.

Please note
Dot not, under any circumstance, use scouring powders or heavy-duty scouring sponges. These will
damage the hood.
Handling cleaning agents
You must wear protective gear, as specified in Personal protective equipment, when using cleaning
agents.
The specifications of the cleaning agent manufacturer and the EC material safety data sheets must be
complied with.
Staff must be trained on a regular basis by the owner of the appliance.
Carrying out maintenance tasks
You will need to carry out a few maintenance tasks yourself. Any more extensive maintenance tasks
must only be performed by a customer service entity.
Hot surfaces

Risk of burns from high temperatures on the inside of the hood
Touching the exhaust air distributor in the hood can cause hand burns.
 Remove the grease filters and the mist collectors only once the system has cooled down.
 Carry out maintenance tasks only once the system has cooled down.
 Wear personal protection equipment as specified in safety regulations.
Monthly maintenance tasks that you must perform yourself
The following table shows which parts require maintenance by you on a monthly basis
What must be serviced?

Procedure

Maintenance materials /
tools

Cold water nozzles

Pierce the holes with wire

Wire

Illustration

Disconnect the combi steamer and the hood from the power supply before maintenance work.
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Maintenance to be carried out by you after a stop
The following table shows which maintenance tasks must be carried out after a stop.
What must be serviced?

Procedure

Maintenance materials / tools

Water reservoir
Caution:
Risk of contamination from moldy
and bacterially contaminated
water.

After long periods of non-use of the
hood, open the appliance door of the
combi steamer and wait 25 seconds.
Close the appliance door.
Repeat this procedure two more
times.

None

Result:
Water is injected.
This flushes the water reservoir and
fills it back up with fresh water.
After this, the hood goes back to
standby mode.

Maintenance tasks that Customer Services must perform
The following table shows which tasks must be performed by Customer Services.
How often?

What must be serviced?

Yearly

General maintenance

Quarterly

Clean the drain and the overflow
system

Please note

Water can flow out from the hood
due to insufficient cleaning.

Disconnect the combi steamer and the hood from the power supply before maintenance work.

Faults that the operator can rectify
The following table shows possible faults and how to rectify them.
Problem

Possible cause

Recommended solution

Fan not running

Mains plug of hood is not plugged in Plug in mains plug of hood
Hood is not switched on

Switch on the hood

The fan keeps running at full speed

The timed relay is defective

Call customer service

The fan does not run at full speed

The magnetic door switch is defective, or there is no magnetic door
switch

Call customer service

The magnetic door switch is positioned incorrectly

Call customer service

The on-site water supply is closed

Open watersupply

Vapors are not being condensed
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6 How to do it correctly
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter describes how to perform some of the main repetitive handling tasks that will be necessary when operating your appliance.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics:
Opening the appliance door safely
Removing and installing the grease filters and mist collectors
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►

Opening the appliance door safely

Hot steam / vapor

Risk of scalding from hot steam and vapor
Hot steam and vapor escaping from the combi steamer or from the exhaust air distributor in the hood
can cause face, hand, foot, and leg burns.
 Open the appliance door as specified in the safety regulations. Never put your head into the oven!
 Do not remove the grease filter or the mist collector from the condensation hood if the appliance
door of a combi steamer that is ready for use is open.
Opening the appliance door safely
To open the appliance door, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration

1

Move the handle into a horizontal position (1) and wait for a
moment.
Result:
The steam is able to escape and be handled by a ventilation
system if necessary.

2

Turn the door handle further upwards (2) and open the appliance
door slowly.
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►

Step

Action

Illustration

3

Open the appliance door (2) completely and slide it back (3) along
the side of the combi steamer.

Removing and installing the grease filters and mist collectors

Hot steam / vapor

Risk of scalding from hot steam and vapor
Hot steam and vapor escaping from the combi steamer or from the exhaust air distributor in the hood
can cause face, hand, foot, and leg burns.
 Open the appliance door as specified in the safety regulations. Never put your head into the oven!
 Do not remove the grease filter or the mist collector from the condensation hood if the appliance
door of a combi steamer that is ready for use is open.
Hot surfaces

Risk of burns from high temperatures on the inside of the hood
Touching the exhaust air distributor in the hood can cause hand burns.
 Remove the grease filters and the mist collectors only once the system has cooled down.
 Carry out maintenance tasks only once the system has cooled down.
 Wear personal protection equipment as specified in safety regulations.
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How to remove and install the 2 grease filters!
To remove the grease filters, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration

1

Switch off the hood. (ON/OFF switch in the 0 position).

2

Lift both grease filters and tilt the bottom end of the filter towards
the back.
Caution:
Risk of hands being pinched

3

Lift the filters out from the U-rail and take the filters out of the
hood.

4

Follow the exact opposite sequence in order to install the grease
filters.

How to install and remove the mist collectors
To remove the two mist collectors, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration

1

Switch off the hood. (ON/OFF switch in the 0 position).

2

Use the handles to pull the mist collectors forward.

3

Tilt the mist collectors slightly forward.
Caution:
Risk of hands being pinched

4

Lift out the mist collectors.

5

Follow the exact opposite sequence in order to install the mist
collectors.
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7 Moving and setting up the appliance
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter specifies all the requirements for the installation location of the appliance, and explains
the correct on-site procedure for conveying and unpacking the appliance and setting it up.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics:
Page
37
37
38
38

Requirements for the installation location
Taking to the installation location
Unpacking
Setting up the appliance
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►

Requirements for the installation location

Minimum clearances
The following table shows the required minimum clearances from the wall and other appliances:
Position

Minimum
clearance

Minimum top clearance

500 mm

Minimum side clearance (left-hand side)

100 mm

Minimum clearance to rear / right-hand side

50 mm

Bearing surface
The subfloor must have the following properties:
 The subfloor must be flat and horizontal.
 The subfloor must be able to bear the weight of the appliance including the hood and maximum
loading weight.

►

Taking to the installation location

Overstressing your body

Risk of injury from lifting incorrectly
If a single person tries to lift the appliance by himself/herself, the weight of the appliance may lead to
injuries, especially in the area of the torso.
 When lifting the appliance, use suitable lifting gear or enough people for the weight of the appliance
(guide value: 15 to 55 kg max., depending on age and gender).
 Observe the local occupational safety regulations.
Personal protection equipment
Wear personal protection equipment when carrying out the tasks described here:
 Protective gloves
 Safety boots
 Hard hat (when heavy loads are being lifted or when working overhead)
Conveying the appliance to the installation location
Please observe the following points when conveying the appliance:
 Always move the appliance with appropriate tools.
 Always move the appliance in an upright position.
 Move the appliance slowly and carefully, and secure it against tipping over.
Make sure that you do not knock against things with the appliance.
Avoid moving appliance along uneven routes or up or down steep slopes.
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►

Unpacking

Unpacking the appliance
Follow the steps below to unpack the appliance:

►

Step

Action

1

Remove the outer packaging.

2

Unpack the appliance. Do not use any sharp objects during the process.
Please ensure that you dispose of packaging in an environmentally friendly way.

3

Pull off the protective film.

4

If you suspect the appliance has been damaged during transit, notify your dealer/carrier immediately.
Please notify the manufacturer in writing within three days (with photo if applicable).
Danger:
Never install or put into service a damaged appliance or an appliance with damaged power leads
under any circumstances.

Setting up the appliance

Hood falling down

Risk of crushing from hood falling down
If the hood is not installed correctly on the combi steamer, it may slip and fall down.
 Secure the hood.
 In order to secure the hood, use the mounting parts intended for this purpose.
Installing the condensation hood
Follow these steps to set up the hood:
Step

Action

Illustration /
More on this ...

1

Make sure that the combi steamer is standing horizontally See instructions in the combi steamer
and that there is a gap of 60 mm between its rear panel
installation manual.
and the wall.
Warning:
Risk of toppling over. Observe all applicable national
regulations and standards.

2

Remove the two outer fixing screws that secure the top of
the appliance and are located on the back of the combi
steamer. Secure the mounting device there with the
screws in the corresponding holes.
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Step

Action

Illustration /
More on this ...

3

Remove the combi steamer's low-pressure failsafe device
and place the hood's low-pressure failsafe device in the
same place.

4

Lift the hood (min. weight 65 kg) onto the combi steamer.
Warning:
Appliance weight

5

When placing the hood on the combi steamer, watch out
for the air vent on the top of the combi steamer. Align the
hood towards the combi steamer's front edge and two
lateral edges.

6

Secure the hood with the fixing screws and with the
mounting device described in step 2.
Danger:
The hood must be secured for electrical equipotential
bonding.

7

After installing the hood on a combi steamer, make sure
that the resulting combination does not tilt easily.

8

Before connecting the hood, compare the connection data
on the type plate without fail.

9

Make a mark for the drill hole for mounting the door
magnet on the top of the appliance door by using the
schematic drawing.
Please note:
The schematic drawing is not true to scale.

10

Drill a hole of Ø 2.4 mm and tap an M3 thread.

11

Screw the door magnet onto the combi steamer's appliance door with the included screw.
Please note:
The reed contact is already installed on the hood.

12

Switch the combi steamer and the hood on.

13

Make sure that the hood starts when the combi steamer's
appliance door is opened.
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8 Connecting up the appliance
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter explains how to connect your appliance.
This chapter is intended exclusively for the fitter and the authorized customer service entity.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics:
Electrical installation
Water supply and water drain
Design and function of the condensation hood for
the installation engineer
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►

Electrical installation

Meaning
It is crucial to safe and reliable operation of the appliance that the electrical system is installed carefully and correctly. All the rules and regulations listed here, and the described procedure, must be strictly
followed.
Requirements
Check that the following requirements have been met:
 The connection point of the appliance is not connected to the customer power supply.
Eligibility of installation personnel
Only electricians qualified under the terms of EN 50110-1 and from an approved customer service
office are permitted to connect the appliance.
Equipment provided by customer and electrical installation regulations
The table below shows what equipment must be provided by the customer and what regulations must
be observed when connecting the appliance.
Component

Description

Fuse

The hood must be fused with a ground fault circuit interrupter with a suitable
current rating. This ground fault circuit interrupter must not be used to protect
any other loads. Follow the applicable installation regulations.

Equipotential bonding

The hood must be incorporated in an equipotential bonding system.
Equipotential bonding: electrical connection that ensures that the frames of
electrical equipment and any external conductive components are at an equal
(or practically equal) potential.

Disconnection device

An all-pole disconnection device with a minimum contact separation of 3 mm
must be installed close to the appliance. The disconnection device is used to
disconnect the appliance from the electrical supply for cleaning, repair and
installation work.

Power cord

The power cord must be an oil-resistant, sheathed and flexible cable in accordance with IEC 60245 (e.g. H05RN-F, H05VV-F). The power cord's nominal cross
section must be at least 1.5 mm².

Main terminal block

The main terminal block is located inside the electrical wiring compartment.

Cable gland

The cable gland serves as a strain relief mechanism and must be tightened
firmly.

Implementation regulations
The electrical supply connection must be implemented in compliance with the following regulations:
 VDE (0100/0700) or relevant regulations of local professional associations
 Currently valid regulations of the local power supply company
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Carrying out the electrical installation
For electrical installation, follow the steps below:

►

Step

Action

1

Plug in the power cord's safety plug into a socket with a grounding contact.
Please note:
If necessary, fit a safety plug suitable for the country of use.

Water supply and water drain

Water installation
The manufacturer provides suitable accessories for the water connection.
Item number

Name

3123690

Water kit CV plus 1324 1 x water connection hose

3124273

Water kit CV plus 657

Contents

Usable with combi steamer
OES/OEB 6.10/10.10

1 x high temperature plastic piping
system

OES/OEB 6.20/10.20

1 x water connection hose

OES/OEB 20.10

1 x high temperature plastic piping
system

OES/OEB 12.20

Water supply
For installation, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration

1

Connect the ¾" water connection hose directly to the hood.

Please note
Please follow the installation instructions for your combi steamer, found in the corresponding installation manual, for aspects related to water quality.
The hood will only work correctly with a cold water connection.
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Water drain
For installation, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration

1

The drain is designed in such a way that it can be easily connected with a size 40 high temperature plastic piping system.

2

Connect the size 40 high temperature plastic piping system to the
hood's 2 water drain pipes.

Please note
An on-site drain trap is required.
The water drain can be combined with the combi steamer's water drain so that no additional on-site
connection is required.
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►

Design and function of the condensation hood for the installation
engineer

Requirements
Check that the following requirements have been met:
 You are already conversant with how to perform the tasks described in the instructions listed under
"General information", "Design and Function" and "For your safety."
 You are an installation engineer with relevant and professional training as an electrician.
Layout
The following diagram shows a hood and its components:
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Components and their function
The parts shown have the following function:
No.

Name / picture

Function

1

Top frame

Top part of hood

2

Expanded metal mesh

Air filter

3

Fixing bracket for expanded
metal

Secures the expanded metal mesh

4

Rear panel

Cover

5

Mounting hook

Fastens the hood onto the combi steamer

6

Fixing screw

Retains the mounting hook

7

Low-pressure failsafe device

Regulates the pressure balance inside the combi steamer's oven

8

Bottom frame

Bottom part of hood, includes fan

9

Door magnet

Contactor for sensor

10

Mist collector

Separates moisture (steam)

11

Grease filter

Separates grease

12

Water drain

Discharges the hood's process water

13

Water supply

Supplies the hood with water

14

Cold water nozzle

Sprays water into the hood in order to allow for the condensation
process to take place

Please note
The hood does not require a direct connection to an extraction system, since the exhaust air from the
combi steamer is filtered with grease filters, mist collectors, and exhaust air cartridges.
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9 Preparing for first-time use, taking out of service and disposal
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter explains how to prepare your appliance for use, how to take it out of service and how to
dispose of it properly.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics:
Safe working
Procedure for preparing the appliance for first-time use
Taking out of service and disposal
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►

Safe working

Meaning
Work performed on appliances while preparing them for first-time use and taking them out of service is
performed in special operating circumstances (e.g. with safety covers removed) or include activities
that require personnel to have relevant qualifications and appliance-specific knowledge that exceed
the requirements for operating personnel.
The measures and requirements specified in this section to ensure that the job of preparing the appliance for first-time use is performed safely, also all apply similarly to the job of taking the appliance out
of service.
Requirements to be met by personnel preparing the appliance for use
The following requirements must be met by personnel preparing the appliance for first-time use:
 Personnel who prepare the appliance for first-time use are employees of an approved customer
service company.
 Personnel preparing the appliance for first-time use have relevant training as a service engineer.
 Personnel preparing the appliance for first-time use have training specific to the appliance.
 In particular, personnel preparing the appliance for first-time use must be able to assess whether
the electrical supplies have been connected to the appliance in a correct professional manner.
Damaged power cable

A risk of electric shock from damaged power cable
The appliance's power cable may become damaged during transit.
 Do not install or operate the appliance if its power cable is damaged.
Live components

Risk of electric shock from live parts
When the cover is open, there is a risk of electric shock from touching live parts.
 Disconnect the appliance from the power supply before removing the cover.
Missing equipotential bonding

Risk of electric shock because no equipotential bonding
Electric shock can cause burns and ventricular fibrillation.
 Fasten the hood on the combi steamer so that the hood is integrated into the combi steamer's
equipotential bonding grid.
 Install the electrical connection in accordance with the corresponding country-specific and local
regulations and directives.
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Overstressing your body

Risk of injury from lifting incorrectly
If a single person tries to lift the appliance by himself/herself, the weight of the appliance may lead to
injuries, especially in the area of the torso.
 When lifting the appliance, use suitable lifting gear or enough people for the weight of the appliance
(guide value: 15 to 55 kg max., depending on age and gender).
 Observe the local occupational safety regulations.
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►

Procedure for preparing the appliance for first-time use

Meaning
This section is intended for personnel who will prepare the appliance for first-time use. It summarizes
what requirements must be met prior to putting the appliance into use, and describes the procedure for
preparing the appliance.
Checks prior to preparing the appliance for first-time use
Before preparing the appliance for first-time use, check that the following requirements are met:
 The appliance has no signs of damage.
 The appliance has been set up so that it cannot slide about or tip over; the requirements for the
installation position and the area around the appliance have been met (see section Moving and setting up the appliance on page 36).
Protective films, cardboard packaging and transport securing devices etc. have been removed
completely.
 The appliance is installed in accordance with the requirements in the section Connecting up the
appliance on page 40.
 All safety devices are in their designated position and are working correctly.
All warning signs are in their designated position.
The appliance must not be put into service unless all the specified requirements are met.
First-time use
To operate the hood for the first time, follow the steps below:
Step

Action
Danger:
Do not, under any circumstance, put into operation damaged appliances or appliances without a
cover.

1

Switch the hood on with the ON/OFF switch.
Result:
The fan runs at a low fan speed.

2

Open the combi steamer's appliance door in order to check that the door magnet works properly with
the reed contact.
Result:
The fan runs at a high fan speed.
Water is injected for 25 seconds. After this, the hood returns to standby mode automatically.

3

Open and close the combi steamer's appliance door two more times and wait for the 25 seconds to
elapse each time so that the reservoir in the hood base can be filled with the injected water.

4

The hood is now ready for use.

Please note
Closing the door causes the hood to return to standby mode immediately.
Customer guidance and instruction.
Instruct the user in all safety-related functions and devices. Instruct the user in how to operate the
appliance.
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►

Taking out of service and disposal

Requirements
Before taking the appliance out of service, check the following points:
 The appliance is de-energized.
Requirements to be met by personnel
The job of taking the appliance out of service must only be entrusted to service engineers from an
approved customer service office.
Only qualified electricians are permitted to perform work on electrical equipment.
Taking out of service
To take your appliance out of service, follow the steps for setting up and installing your appliance in the
reverse order (see the chapters "Moving and setting up the appliance on page 36" and "Connecting up
the appliance"). on page 40
The following tasks must be performed correctly:
 Disconnecting the water supply from the appliance
 Removing the drain connection from the appliance
 Disconnecting or isolating the electrical supply
Disposal
The appliance must not be disposed of with the household refuse, as bulk waste or in contravention of
regulations.

Contact the manufacturer for guidance on the environmentally safe disposal of your appliance. The
manufacturer is certified to the ISO 14001:2004 environmental management standard and will dispose
of your old appliance in accordance with valid environmental protection regulations.
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10 Service and Repairs
Purpose of this chapter
This chapter is intended exclusively for the authorized customer service entity and the fitter.
This section provides detailed information on how to replace various unit components.
Contents
This chapter includes the following topics:
Page
52
53
58

Troubleshooting
Service manual
Spare parts list and circuit diagram
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►

Troubleshooting

Missing equipotential bonding

Risk of electric shock because no equipotential bonding
Electric shock can cause burns and ventricular fibrillation.
 Fasten the hood on the combi steamer so that the hood is integrated into the combi steamer's
equipotential bonding grid.
 Install the electrical connection in accordance with the corresponding country-specific and local
regulations and directives.
Live components

Risk of electric shock from live parts
When the cover is open, there is a risk of electric shock from touching live parts.
 Disconnect the appliance from the power supply before removing the cover.
Requirements
Check that the following requirements have been met:
 You are already conversant with how to perform the tasks described in the operating instructions
under "General information", "Design and Function", "For your safety", "Connecting up the appliance" and "Preparing for first-time use, taking out of service and disposal", and are familiar with the
circuit diagram.
 You are an installation engineer with relevant and professional training as an electrician.
 Specifically designated tasks may be carried out by the operator.
 You have checked the power supply cable for damage.
Troubleshooting recommendations
The following table lists faults and their possible causes:
Problem

Possible cause

The fan does not run after the unit is Mains supply fault
switched on
The power plug is not connected

Recommended solution
Check the connection
Plug in the power plug (the operator
may do this as well)

The ON/OFF switch is defective

Replace the ON/OFF switch

Fan is defective

Replace fan

The wiring does not match the circuit Check the wiring
diagram
The fan is always running at full
speed

Timing relay faulty or set incorrectly

Replace timing relay or adjust it to
the setting shown in circuit diagram

The motor is defective

Replace the motor

The wiring does not match the circuit Check the wiring
diagram
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Problem

Possible cause

Recommended solution

The fan is always running at a low
speed

Door magnet not fitted

Fit door magnet

The magnetic door switch is defective

Replace the magnetic door switch

The wiring does not match the circuit Check the wiring
diagram

The cold water nozzles are not
spraying any water

Timing relay faulty or set incorrectly

Replace timing relay or adjust it to
the setting shown in circuit diagram

The water connection has not been
installed

Install the water connection

The on-site water supply is closed

Open the water supply (the operator
may do this as well)

The wiring does not match the circuit Check the wiring
diagram
The cold water nozzles do not stop
spraying water

Timing relay faulty or set incorrectly

Replace timing relay or adjust it to
the setting shown in circuit diagram

The wiring does not match the circuit Check the wiring
diagram

►

Service manual

Missing equipotential bonding

Risk of electric shock because no equipotential bonding
Electric shock can cause burns and ventricular fibrillation.
 Fasten the hood on the combi steamer so that the hood is integrated into the combi steamer's
equipotential bonding grid.
 Install the electrical connection in accordance with the corresponding country-specific and local
regulations and directives.
Live components

Risk of electric shock from live parts
When the cover is open, there is a risk of electric shock from touching live parts.
 Disconnect the appliance from the power supply before removing the cover.
Requirements
Check that the following requirements have been met:
 You are already conversant with how to perform the tasks described in the operating instructions
under "General information", "Design and Function", "For your safety", "Connecting up the appliance" and "Preparing for first-time use, taking out of service and disposal".
 You have checked the power supply cable for damage.
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Fixing screws
The following fixing screws are used for assembling the various parts of the hood.
Name

Size

Tool required

Allen screw

M5x12

Size 4 Allen key

MLF screw

M5x10

Size 3 Allen key

Removing the cover assembly and rear panel (K016, K015)
To remove the cover assembly and rear panel, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

More on this ...

1

Disconnect the hood and the combi steamer from the power
supply.

2

Remove the rear panel.

3

Remove all screws from the cover assembly.
Please note:
2 screws at the rear can be accessed by opening the rear panel.
2 screws are located on the top of the appliance.
4 screws are located on the front of the appliance.
Of these, 2 screws are recessed inside a hole, and 2 screws (1
screw on each side) can be reached by removing the grease
filter.

Removing the grease filters on
page 34

4

Slide the cover assembly forwards slightly and then lift off the
cover assembly from above.
Warning:
Use at least two people to lift the cover assembly.

5

Carry out the other work that needs to be done.

6

Refit the cover assembly and rear panel in the reverse order.

7

Plug in the mains cable to the hood, turn the ON/OFF switch on First-time use on page 46
and test the system.

8

Start up the combi steamer.
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Replacing the fan
Replacing the expanded metal
mesh and fixing bracket

Service and Repairs
Replacing the mounting-plate assembly (K011)
To replace the mounting plate, follows the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration /
More on this ...

1

Disconnect the hood and the combi steamer from the power
supply.

2

Close off the cold water supply from the customer's premises.

3

Remove the cover from the mounting plate.

4

Disconnect all electrical connections from the mounting plate.

5

Disconnect the cold water supply to the solenoid valve on the
mounting plate.

6

Remove the 2 fixing screws from the mounting panel.

7

Replace the faulty mounting panel with a new one, and follow
the steps in the reverse order to refit the new mounting panel.

8

Plug in the mains cable, open the cold water supply, turn the
ON/OFF switch on and test the system.

9

Start up the combi steamer.

First-time use on page 46

Replacing the fan (K001)
To replace the fan, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration /
More on this ...

1

Disconnect the hood and the combi steamer from the power
supply.

2

Remove the cover assembly and rear panel from the hood.

3

Disconnect the electrical supply from the mounting plate.

4

Remove the 4 screws from the rear mounting for the fan.

5

Remove the 4 screws from the front mounting for the fan.

6

Replace the faulty fan with a new one, and follow the steps in
the reverse order to refit the new fan.

7

Plug in the mains cable, turn the ON/OFF switch on and test the First-time use on page 46
system.

8

Start up the combi steamer.
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Removing the cover assembly and
rear panel
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Replacing the ON/OFF switch (K009)
To replace the ON/OFF switch follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration /
More on this ...

1

Disconnect the hood and the combi steamer from the power
supply.

2

Close off the cold water supply to the hood from the customer's
premises and disconnect the cold water supply to the mounting
plate.

3

Disconnect the drainpipe system from the hood.

4

Undo the screws and mounting device holding the hood onto the Setting up the appliance on page
combi steamer.
38

5

Lift the hood off the combi steamer.
Warning:
Use at least two people to lift the hood (weighs at least 65 kg).
Water may run out if the hood is tilted.

6

Position the hood so that you can get to the underside of the
hood near the ON/OFF switch.

7

Pull the 3 blade terminals off the ON/OFF switch.

8

Use a multimeter to check the continuity of the ON/OFF switch.

9

Replace the faulty ON/OFF switch with a new one, and follow
the steps in the reverse order to refit the new ON/OFF switch.

10

Place the hood on the combi steamer, fix in place and fit all the
connections.

Setting up the appliance on page
38
Fitting the water supply and water
drain on page 42
Electrical installation on page 41

11

Plug in the mains cable, open the cold water supply, turn the
ON/OFF switch on and test the system.

First-time use on page 46

12

Start up the combi steamer.
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Replacing the cold water nozzles (K008)
To replace the cold water nozzles, follows the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration /
More on this ...

1

Disconnect the hood and the combi steamer from the power
supply.

2

Close off the cold water supply from the customer's premises.

3

Remove the 2 grease filters.

4

Use an open-ended wrench (M8) to remove the faulty cold water
nozzle.

5

Apply Loctite thread sealant to the thread of the new cold water
nozzle.

6

Screw in the sealant-coated cold-water nozzle.

7

Plug in the mains cable, open the cold water supply, turn the
First-time use on page 46
ON/OFF switch on and test the system for correct operation and
any leaks.

8

Refit the 2 grease filters.

9

Start up the combi steamer.

Removing the grease filters on
page 34

Replacing the expanded metal mesh and fixing bracket (K003)
To replace the expanded metal mesh and fixing bracket, follow the steps below:
Step

Action

Illustration /
More on this ...

1

Disconnect the hood and the combi steamer from the power
supply.

2

Remove the cover assembly and rear panel from the hood.

3

Remove the 6 screws from the fixing bracket for the expanded
metal mesh.

Removing the cover assembly and
rear panel

Please note:
2 screws are located at the front near the base of the fixing
bracket.
4 screws (2 screws on each side) are located on the rear of the
fixing bracket.
4

Replace the defective expanded metal mesh with a new one,
and follow the steps in the reverse order to refit the new expanded metal mesh.

5

Plug in the mains cable, turn the ON/OFF switch on and test the First-time use on page 46
system.

6

Start up the combi steamer.
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►

Spare parts list and circuit diagram

Mechanical components
The following diagram shows the mechanical components in the appliance:
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Spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10 model 3423400 (mechanical components)
The following table shows the spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10 model 3423400 of the
appliance:
Item no. Part number

Name

A016

2611502

Low pressure cutout under extractor hood P3

A029

7003066

Gasket 9x3 mm

A030

5006061K

Cable gland M20

A030

5016031K

Cable gland M16

A031

6005068

44x5 mm seal for low pressure cutout P3

B025

5013073

Door contact switch CONVOVent Plus 230V

G001

5001059

Single solenoid valve, straight 220/240V

G002

7002033

Hot water pipe 3/8"

K001

3430527

Radial fan 230V for CONVOVent Plus

K002

3425122

Fixing parts for radial fan for CONVOVent Plus

K003

3425123

Condensation filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10 with fixing accessories

K004

6019512

Grease filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10

K005

6019511

Moisture collector for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10

K007

3425125

Fixing parts for CONVOVent Plus

K008

6016606

Spray nozzle for CONVOVent Plus

K009

4012053

Rocker switch, green, illuminated

K010

3409470

Door magnet for CONVOVent Plus with fixing accessories

K011

5122832

Mounting plate 230V CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10

K012

6005039

Grommet, Ø 7 27 mm (DG 16)

K013

6006234

Grommet Ø 7 mm P3

K014

3423685

Mounting plate cover CONVOVent Plus

K015

3423429

Rear panel to cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 6.10/10.10

K016

3423425

Cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 6.10/10.10

Spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20 model 3423401 (mechanical components)
The following table shows the spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20 model 3423401 of the
appliance:
Item no. Part number

Name

A016

2611502

Low pressure cutout under extractor hood P3

A029

7003066

Gasket 9x3 mm

A030

5006061K

Cable gland M20

A030

5016031K

Cable gland M16

A031

6005068

44x5 mm seal for low pressure cutout P3

B025

5013073

Door contact switch CONVOVent Plus 230V

G001

5001059

Single solenoid valve, straight 220/240V

G002

7002033

Hot water pipe 3/8"

K001

3430527

Radial fan 230V for CONVOVent Plus

K002

3425122

Fixing parts for radial fan for CONVOVent Plus

K003

3425124

Condensation filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20 with fixing accessories
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Item no. Part number

Name

K004

6019517

Grease filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20

K005

6019519

Moisture collector for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20

K007

3425125

Fixing parts for CONVOVent Plus

K008

6016606

Spray nozzle for CONVOVent Plus

K009

4012053

Rocker switch, green, illuminated

K010

3409470

Door magnet for CONVOVent Plus with fixing accessories

K011

5122834

Mounting plate 230V CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20

K012

6005039

Grommet, Ø 7 27 mm (DG 16)

K013

6006234

Grommet Ø 7 mm P3

K014

3423685

Mounting plate cover CONVOVent Plus

K015

3424310

Rear panel to cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 6.20/10.20

K016

3424307

Cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 6.20/10.20

Spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 20.10 model 3423402 (mechanical components)
The following table shows the spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 20.10 model 3423402 of the appliance:
Item no. Part number

Name

A016

2611502

Low pressure cutout under extractor hood P3

A029

7003066

Gasket 9x3 mm

A030

5006061K

Cable gland M20

A030

5016031K

Cable gland M16

A031

6005068

44x5 mm seal for low pressure cutout P3

B025

5013073

Door contact switch CONVOVent Plus 230V

G001

5001059

Single solenoid valve, straight 220/240V

G002

7002033

Hot water pipe 3/8"

K001

3430527

Radial fan 230V for CONVOVent Plus

K002

3425122

Fixing parts for radial fan for CONVOVent Plus

K003

3425123

Condensation filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10 with fixing accessories

K004

6019512

Grease filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10

K005

6019511

Moisture collector for CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10

K007

3425125

Fixing parts for CONVOVent Plus

K008

6016606

Spray nozzle for CONVOVent Plus

K009

4012053

Rocker switch, green, illuminated

K010

3409470

Door magnet for CONVOVent Plus with fixing accessories

K011

5122832

Mounting plate 230V CONVOVent Plus 6.10/10.10/20.10

K012

6005039

Grommet, Ø 7 27 mm (DG 16)

K013

6006234

Grommet Ø 7 mm P3

K014

3423685

Mounting plate cover CONVOVent Plus

K015

3424282

Rear panel to cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 20.10

K016

3424279

Cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 20.10
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Spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 12.20 model 3423403 (mechanical components)
The following table shows the spare parts list for CONVOVent Plus 12.20 model 3423403 of the appliance:
Item no. Part number

Name

A016

2611502

Low pressure cutout under extractor hood P3

A029

7003066

Gasket 9x3 mm

A030

5006061K

Cable gland M20

A030

5016031K

Cable gland M16

A031

6005068

44x5 mm seal for low pressure cutout P3

B025

5013073

Door contact switch CONVOVent Plus 230V

G001

5001059

Single solenoid valve, straight 220/240V

G002

7002033

Hot water pipe 3/8"

K001

3430527

Radial fan 230V for CONVOVent Plus

K002

3425122

Fixing parts for radial fan for CONVOVent Plus

K003

3425124

Condensation filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20 with fixing accessories

K004

6019517

Grease filter for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20

K005

6019519

Moisture collector for CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20

K007

3425125

Fixing parts for CONVOVent Plus

K008

6016606

Spray nozzle for CONVOVent Plus

K009

4012053

Rocker switch, green, illuminated

K010

3409470

Door magnet for CONVOVent Plus with fixing accessories

K011

5122834

Mounting plate 230V CONVOVent Plus 6.20/10.20/12.20

K012

6005039

Grommet, Ø 7 27 mm (DG 16)

K013

6006234

Grommet Ø 7 mm P3

K014

3423685

Mounting plate cover CONVOVent Plus

K015

3424341

Rear panel to cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 12.20

K016

3424338

Cover assembly CONVOVent Plus OES/OEB 12.20
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Circuit diagram
The figure below shows the circuit diagram of the appliance:
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Spare parts list (electrical components)
The following table shows the spare parts list for the appliance:
No.

Part number

Name

-S0

4012053

Rocker switch, green, illuminated

-C1

4013006

Capacitor 0.047µF X2

-K1

4000016

Electronic timing relay

-K2

4000013

Relay 230V / AC ODG automatic

-S1

5003075

Door contact switch P3

-U1

5014016

Speed adjuster KG P3

-Y1

5001059

Single solenoid valve, straight 220/240V

-Z0

5052738

Mains filter 1PH 6A
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